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Sony Creative Software Music Loops & Samples
Quantity. Quality. Diversity. Innovation.
From complete construction kits to the most detailed single instrument libraries, Sony Sound 

Series titles deliver � delity, � exibility, and diversity at a price you can afford. Presented in 

.wav format with perfectly placed metadata, our royalty-free titles are ready to work for you 

on today’s most popular music creation and editing platforms, Mac or PC.

Now downloadable! Entire libraries are only a click away!
To preview and purchase over 120 different collections, visit www.sonycreativesoftware.com

© 2009 Sony Creative Software Inc. All rights reserved.  “Sony” and    are registered trademarks of Sony Corporation.  
All other trademarks are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners in the United States or other countries.  

Cinemascape:
Soundtrack Elements
A broad assortment of 
textures, melodies, and 
soundtrack elements 
designed to inform and 
interface with your 
video creations.

Vital Drums:
The Vitale Collection
Solid 24-bit drum rock 
grooves and one-shots from 
Joe Vitale and Joe Vitale, 
Jr. performed on only the 
most well kept vintage kits.

Richard Devine:
The Electronic 
Music Manuscript
Boutique sound design 
and subliminal electronica 
from the enlightened mind 
of Richard Devine. Includes 
exclusive video content. 

Caliente: Reggaeton 
Construction Kit
Blaze up your DAW with 
these 15 Reggaeton 
session folders and 
get low with authentic 
Dem Bow rhythms and 
instrumentation.

Doug Colosio:
American Piano
Traditional country 
blues, stride,and 
country rock & ballad 
loops,performed by a 
seasonedpro and edited 
to perfection.

Black Paint:
Indie Rock Anthems
From pop and garage 
rock to screamo and 
UK dance-rock, this 
library comes with 
everything except the 
keys to the tour van.
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motion graphics festival 
www.MGFest.com/09/Atlanta/
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Atlanta Motion Graphics Festival 2009
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Deconstruction is one of my favorite things. Julie Andrews had cream 
colored ponies and crisp apple strudel – I prefer deconstruction. 

I realize I may be a club of one and it can be hard to remember why I put 
the concept near the top of my list whenever I, say... back the rental car 
into a white SUv stretch limo, lock myself out of the apartment (again), 
or lose a family member to some disease I didn’t know existed and still 
can’t pronounce.

It takes a certain mental discipline (and at least a passing appreciation 
for masochism) to embrace disasters large and small, secure in the 
knowledge they will uncover opportunities previously hidden under the 
cushions of the status quo. 

Most deconstruction is involuntary; when you are kidnapped by pirates 
or said family member suddenly passes on (assuming you had no 
hand in it of course), your neurons try to make sense of the trauma by 
experimenting with new firing patterns. Your thoughts and priorities get 
scrambled whether you want them to or not. 

To the chagrin of many of my relatives and coworkers, I am a firm 
proponent of  voluntary deconstruction: sometimes nudging, sometimes 
sledgehammering otherwise smooth-running wheels hoping to prevent 
the rut before it begins. 

Yes, change is good. 

Example 1. Check out Stash’s first video interview feature with Dstrukt 
and Hecq on this issue (courtesy of Designflux).

Example 2. Rumor has it the entire Stash archive (over 90 hours of video) 
will be available online to subscribers later this summer.

Although, on second thought, that strudel could work...

Stephen Price 
Editor 
New York, April 2009 
sp@stashmedia.tv 



AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
TvC :60

Agency: 
LEO BURNETT LISBON

Director: 
MATEUS DE PAULA SANTOS

Production: 
LOBO, ThE EBELING GROUP

Animation/design: 
LOBO 
ANIMATÓRIO

www.lobo.cx  
www.animatorio.com.br

Lobo’s Mateus de paula Santos 
uses a barrage of jarring historic 
images to mash up time and 
tragedy while reminding us of 
man’s legacy of inflicting violence 
on his fellow man. animation was 
handled by the all-brazilian team 
of Lobo and animatório.

For Lobo 
director: Mateus de paula Santos 
ep: alberto Lopes 
producer: Loic dubois 
Sound design: paulo beto

stash 56.02

CLIENT:  
SONY COMpuTER 
ENTERTAINMENT EUROPE

Director: 
JOhAN RIMéR

Animation: 
vISUAL ART 
www.visualart.se

building on the history of 
two previous installments of 
playstation’s resistance series, 
Visual art of Stockholm wanted 
to honor the game’s legacy but 
steer clear of traditional game-play 
promos. Keeping the narrative 
compelling over the course of 
two minutes posed the biggest 
challenge for the creative team. 
“We knew the concept’s success 
depended on revealing just 
enough story information to keep 
the interest up for the full duration 
of the trailer,” states director 
Johan rimér. after two and a half 
months, the team delivered the 
epic memorial featuring 67 unique 
3D figures, 200 textures and a final 
statue containing over one billion 
polygons. 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DvD.

PSP RESISTANCE: RETRIBUTION 
“ShATTERED WORLD” GAME 
CINEMATIC 1:53

stash 56.01

For Sony Computer 
Entertainment Europe 
cd: arran Green   
project manager: petra cattanach

For visual Art
director: Johan rimér  
ep: peter Liljenberg    
producer: niklas Gunnarsson 
editor: Johan rimér 3d lead: 
oskar Wahlberg 3d: Johan 
rimér, Ulf Lundgren, henrik 

eklundh,pontus ekstrand, 
Kenneth nyman, Greger pihl,patrik 
Wedinger, Jonas ekman 2d comp: 
Johan rimér, henrik eklundh, 
calle Granström, emnet Mulugeta 
Storyboard: Gustaf holmsten

Toolkit
Maya, Mudbox, Zbrush, mental 
ray, renderMan, after effects, 
Flame



hONDA “LET IT ShINE”
TvC :60

Agency:
WIEDEN + KENNEDY 
AMSTERDAM

Director:
ERIK vAN WYK

Production:
BOUFFANT

Animation/vFX:
BLACkGINGER 
www.blackginger.tv

it looks so elegant and simple in 
the final spot but this matrix of 
animating honda insight headlights 
was a major feat of production 
planning and the careful melding 
of cG and live action. it started 
with cape town VFX boutique 
blackGinger mocking up a 3d 
previs to determine the optimal 
camera height, lensing and layout 
for the nearly 1000 sets of lights 
– the final grid contains only a few 
actual cars, the vast majority of 
what appear to be vehicles are a 
combination of practical headlight 
rigs and cG car bodies.

stash 56.03

because of perspective, for 
the lights to appear in a perfect 
grid when seen from a camera 
suspended 60 meters above the 
ground they must be placed in 
a fan shape; spaced further and 
further apart the farther away they 
are from the camera. Finding the 
best layout for this optical trickery 
was crucial as all the light rigs had 
to be positioned manually on the 
location (120 km outside Cape 
town) and couldn’t be moved once 

placed. Using the previs layout 
from blackGinger, the surveyors 
could accurately plot the position 
of each set of lights.

the animations running on the light 
grid was converted to interface 
with the computer controlled 
lighting system that triggered the 
lights on location. the grid was 
shot in halves, stabilized and 
stitched together in Flame. 

because the live plates contain 
very few real cars, the reflections 
of the lights on the roofs were 
generated in 3d and composited 
to match the animation of the light 
rigs. randomness or human error 
was then added and the skyline, 
sunrise and ambient light were 
added in Flame. 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DvD.

For honda Motor Europe, Ltd 
head of marketing: chris brown
Marketing communications:  
ellie tory
european brand: Gemma Sibley

For Wieden + kennedy 
Amsterdam 
Ex CDs: Jeff Kling, John Norman
cd: Sue anderson 
Copy: Zach Watkins 
ad/animator: nacho Guijarro
ad: craig Melchiano

head of broadcast: corey bartha
producer: erik-Jan Verheijen 
associate producer:  
ross plummer
Md: Lee newman

For Bouffant 
director: erik van Wyk 
ep: Melina Mcdonald
Line producer: chris reed
Line producer/assistant director: 
Graham hickson
dop: tim pike

For BlackGinger 
VFX super/head flame:  
Marco barbosa 
houdini: neilan naiker,  
Suzanne Van neikerk
3d: Jonh-claude phillips,  
Lani Greenhill, Sasha perdigao
nuke: ashley ryan,  
angelo collinicos
producer: Gabriella harris 
Flame: pheng Sisopha 
Grading: craig Simonetti 

Music: berend dubbe,  
Gwen thomas

For Gear house 
Light design: tim dunn

For Upstairs Post 
off-line editor: Kobus Loot

For The Ambassadors 
Sound: rens pluym

Toolkit 
houdini, XSi, Mirage, photoshop, 
Flame, Flint



UPS CARDBOARD  
“GLADIATOR Tv”
TvC :30
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SPRINT NOW “WhAT’S 
hAPPENING-ANThEM”
TvC :60

Agency:
GOODbY, SILvERSTEIN & 
PARTNERS

Directors:
WILL HYDE,  
JEffREY pLANSKER

Production:
SuppLY & DEMAND

Animation/vFX:
SUPERFAD  
www.superfad.com 

Superfad extend the infographic 
lexicon they developed for a series 
of Nextel push-to-talk webisodes 
in 2008 to include live-action 
talent and photorealistic cGi. the 
studio says the biggest challenge 
was the schedule. “From job 
award to delivery was 21 days, 
including concept development, 
preproduction and two days of 
live-action shooting. even a ‘tight’ 
schedule on a job of this scale 
would be six to eight weeks. We 
had to adopt an almost faith-based 
approach to the production, which 
involved moving forward with ideas 
that were not yet approved only 
because we couldn’t afford to wait. 
Sometimes they got approved, 

Agency:
DONER

Director:
pSYOp

Production:
pSYOp 
TOOL OF NORTh AMERICA

Animation:
pSYOp 
www.psyop.tv

psyop producer Lydia holness: 
“99.9% of the corrugation you 
see is modeled, we really wanted 
to keep the detail and not rely on 
texturing tricks so we didn’t have 
to worry about getting nice details 
in close-ups, shadow effects, or 
textural detail in lighting/shading. 
What we saw is what we were 
going to get in render, and that 
allowed us a lot more creativity up 
front. but without running on 64 bit 
machines and operating systems 
we wouldn’t have been able to 
approach the project this way. Still, 
our polygon counts pushed Maya 
to the limits on what it can handle 
in a scene. it also pushed how 
much corrugation our modelers 
could handle before cracking 
mentally.

other times they got scrapped. You 
just had to roll with it.

“there were no established visual 
ideas for the scripts, so we had to 
concept solutions for each of the 
statistics. the biggest technical 
challenge was the organic 
replication of such a large quantity 
of live-action talent – but not have 
them be simple duplications.

“all of the talent were shot on 
greenscreen in 35mm. the 
duplication was accomplished 
using trapcode’s particular plugin 
for after effects, which proved to 
be a very efficient way to handle 
the large crowd sequences. 
3d elements were created and 

rendered using Maya, and all 
elements were brought into 
Flame for color balance and final 
composite.”

for Goodby, Silverstein & 
Partners 
co-chairman/cd: rich Silverstein 
cd/copy: Franklin tipton 
Group cd: christian haas 
ads: christian haas,  
paul Stechschulte 
copy: Will elliott, roger hoard 
producer: rob Sondik 
ep: Josh reynolds

“another challenge we faced was 
creating a fully cardboard world 
that could feasibly have been 
created in a sound stage by stop 
motion animators. each character 
had to be broken apart and looked 
at from the standpoint of how it 
would be built in reality to allow a 
full range of motion. also, we didn’t 
want the characters to look cG 
so we tried to gave our geometry 
a ‘messed up’ look without going 
too far. our director, eben Mears, 
kept referencing lasagna noodles 
whenever he saw corrugation that 
was too clean in dailies. on the 
other hand, if we pushed it too far 
our cardboard looked like it came 
out of the garbage.” production 
time: three months. 

For Doner 
EVP/chief creative officer:  
rob Strasberg
cd: Karen cathel
Vp/cd: Jimmy Kollin

Sr copy: Michael Gorelic
ad: andrew Wright
producer: Laurie irwin

For Tool of North America
director: tom routson
ep: Jennifer Siegel, brian Latt
Line producer: Jeff tanner
production designer: peter benson
dop: John Schwartzman

For Psyop
cd: eben Mears
ep: Lucia Grillo
producer: Lydia holness
associate producers: Kay chen, 
beki Gibney
designers: ben chan, arisu 
Kashiwagi, Jungeun Jaye Kim, 
Kitty Lin, helen choi
editor: cass Vanini
Lead td: tony barbieri
td: andreas berner
cG: Jordan blit, pat porter, 
Gooshun Wang, ian brauner,  
pete devlin, George Smaragdis

cG modeling: Lee Wolland,  
Soo hee han, tom cushwa
cG lighting: anthony patti, helen 
choi, Shu-chen Lin,  
russ Wootton, Marco iozzi
Flash: Jared deal
technical consultant:  
thomas Goddard
FX: Miguel Salek
Lead compositor: Molly Schwartz
compositors: Manu Gaulot,  
dana Schechter
previz: Jordan blit, Gooshun 
Wang, Kitty Lin, pete devlin

For The Underground
editor: Graham brennan
color correct: postique
colorist: John cathel

For Elias Arts
composer: nate Morgan

Toolkit
Maya, XSI, 3ds Max, Flash, After 
effects, Flame

for Supply & Demand
director of live action:  
Jeffery plansker
ep: Kira carstensen
producer: Laure Stevens
dop: neil Shapiro
prod designer: carl Swanberg

For Superfad
director of animation/cd:  
Will hyde
eps: Kevin batten, rob Sanborn
Sr ad: Kevin Lau
ad: Will Johnson
producer: danielle hazan
editor: charles Jensen
Flame: Joana cruz
3d: Yates holley, tim Kadowaki, 
Bryan Cox, Ian Mankowski, 
damon Snyder, henry Foster,  
billy Maloney
compositors: Miles Kinghorn, 
claudia Yi Leon
designers/compositors:  
Sandy chang, paul Yeh
compositor/3d: carlos Florez

Music & Sound design: human
Final Mix: Lime

Toolkit
trapcode, after effects, Maya, 
Flame



LExuS “ASSEMbLED”, “CITY”
TvCs :30 x 2

Agency:
TEAM ONE 

Director:
CARL ERIk RINSCh

Production:
RSA FILMS, INC

vFX:
DIGITAL DOMAIN, INC 
www.digitaldomain.com

Fresh from their 2009 Visual 
effects oscar® win for The 
Curious Case of Benjamin Button, 
claudio Miranda (dp), donald 
Graham burt (production designer) 
and digital domain reunite for 
Lexus. DD augmented the traffic in 
“City” with 60 CG vehicles and the 
cG music store. in “assembled”, 
the 30-person team lead by VFX 
super Jonah hall created the 
conveyer belt, robots and auto 
parts. “because so much of the 
story lies in the digital elements, 
when we showed Lexus the rough 
edit, all they saw was a series of 
empty rooms, the camera moving 
past an empty street and the in-
camera vehicle at the end. We had 
to help them visualize the intricate 
choreography of the spot by 
doing a lot of animation tests and 
inserting them faster than usual.” 
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vISA “AqUARIUM”
TvC :30

stash 56.06

Agency:
TbWA\CHIAT\DAY

Director:
MATThIAS ZENTNER

Production: 
FOREIGNFILMS

vFX:
vELvET 
BLACk MOUNTAIN 
www.velvet.de 
www.blackmountain.de

the project looked good on paper: 
working with Jacques cousteau’s 
former underwater dop, didier 
noirot, for a two-day underwater 
shoot off the coast of sunny 
Mozambique. Unfortunately Mother 
nature had different plans and sent 
cyclone winds and 14-foot waves to 
the location. beating a swift retreat 
(not without a boat capsizing and 
the underwater camera case being 
broken), the shoot was relocated 
to the calmer waters off the coast 
of egypt in the red Sea. Shooting 
also included two very long nights 
in an aquarium and a studio in cape 
town. back in Germany, a cast of cG 
mantas, fusilier fish, jellies and sea 
angels were created and blended 
with the live action plates at Velvet 
and black Mountain.

For TBWA\Chiat\Day
ecd: rob Schwartz
cd: patrick o’neill
ad: John dwight
copy: paul Sincoff
ep: Guia iacomin
Sr producer: Veronica beach
producer: aileen baliat

for foreignfilms
production shoot egypt:  
Velvet Film
Director: Matthias Zentner
ep: Federico Fasolino

Line producer: Gustaf richter
Service production cape town: 
Friezefilm
ep: renier ridgeway

For velvet
creative supervision:  
Matthias Zentner
ep: Gustaf richter
editor: Jochen Kraus
Flame: Sylvie roessler
Shake: Manuel Voss, christian 
Stanzel, Viktoria herbert,  
tobias Wiesner

For Blackmountain
VFX supers: abdelkareem 
abonamous, andreas illenseer
dop: torsten Lippstock
Underwater dop: didier noirot

Toolkit: 
Maya, houdini, real Flow, Flame, 
Shake

For Team One
cco: chris Graves
Group cds: Jon pearce,  
Gavin Lester
ep: Jennifer Weinberg

For RSA Films
director: carl erik rinsch
ep: Marjie abrahams
dop: claudio Miranda
Line producer: annie Johnson
1st asst director: howell caldwell
prod super: bryan Mitchell

For Digital Domain
president of commercials/ep:  
ed Ulbrich
ep/hop: Karen anderson
VFX super: Jonah hall
cG super “assembled”: ron herbst
cG super “city”: Greg teegarden
VFX producer: chris Fieldhouse
VFX coord: Stephanie escobar
previz: Simon dunsdon
Flame: Jonny hicks,  
brian boungiorno, dave Stern, 
chris decristo
Flame assist: Matt bramante
nuke: rafael colon, Sven 
dreesbach, brian Smallwood, 
Michael Morehouse
digital artists: Marc perrera, 
tim nassauer, Gourley, chris 
norpchen, terry naas, Justin 
Lloyd, Jeff dierstein,  adrian 
dimond,  ruel Smith
houdini: James atkinson
Matte painting: Wei Zheng
roto: Marianne Magne, Mattaniah 
Yip, tom piedmont, Mike boden, 
david Wu, Kanae Morton, Keith 
Weilmuenster
on set tracker: Scott edelstein
integration trackers: Som Shankar, 
Shelley Larocca courte

For The Whitehouse
editor: rick Lawley
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Director:
ANDREAS kOLLER

Animation:
STRUkT GMBh 
http://strukt.com

andreas Koller, cd at Strukt in 
Vienna: “our story interprets the 
topic of the conference ‘hit by 
inspiration’ quite literally with 
bubbles falling out of the sky 
that contain small universes of 
ideas. as time and workforce 
were limited in this no-budget 
production, we had to keep an eye 
on the feasibility of the initial ideas. 
We came up with a 3d animation 
technique that opened up a lot 
of possibilities: by developing a 
special shader network we were 
able to create different 3d objects 
with a distinct style. in the course 
of the project we also improved 
our production pipeline and set up 
a better render farm. We worked 
for three weeks on the animation 
with one week for compositing and 
post-production with a team of two 
animators and a compositor.”

TOCA ME DESIGN 
CONFERENCE
EvENT TITLES 1:39
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ChINA ENvIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION FOUNDATION 
“ShANSUI”
TvC :30

Agency:
JWT ShANGhAI

Directors:
YANG YEO, HAILONG LI

Production:
JWT ShANGhAI,  
ONE PRODUCTION

Animation:
ONE PRODUCTION 
www.oneproduction.net

Working with renowned local artist 
Yongliang Yang, JWt Shanghai 
created a series of dense and 
ominous paintings to run as 
subway posters and full-page 
newspaper ads to raise awareness 
of the ongoing environmental 
damage to china’s landscape. a 
hit with the public and the press, 
the campaign – which hinges on 
the idea that the landscape in 
china is “nice from far, but far from 
nice” – was adapted into this pSa 
by beijing studio one production 
to run on air and on plasma 
screens in the Shanghai subway.

For JWT Shanghai
cd: Yang Yeo 
AD: Lillie Zhong, Yongliang Yang  
copy: rafael Freire, Jacqueline Ye 
designer: Sean tang 
original artist: Yongliang Yang
client service: betty tsai  
print production: Liza Law,  
Joseph Yu, tao Shen
Producer: Jane Zhang 

For One Production
director: hailong Li 
producers: Xue Wu, Yuncheng an 
editors: chun huang, Jing Li 

For Strukt Gmbh
director/cd: andreas Koller
3d: andreas Koller, nina Juric
Music: the Metronome
compositing: Gregor hofbauer
camera/lighting: Wolfgang

Toolkit
adobe creative Suite



For Fox Italy
creatives: elena Frova,  
Mauro Zinni
Supervisor: Donatella de Panfilis

For Pool Worldwide
director/creatives: andre Maat, 
henk Loorbach (Superelectric)
Producer/AD: William Griffioen 
pM: Laura rippen 
dop: Gabor deak 
camera asst: carline hansen 
Grip: Mike Laureys 
Gaffer: dick bloemraad 
best boy: remco breslau 
electrician 16e: alle Minnema 
art-department: robert de bruin, 
Jelier en Schaaf, Goofz 
Makeup: robert Stouthamer 
Styling: heleen out 
Location: Marie Lou  
catering: chefs 4u

Toolkit
adobe cS3, Final cut

Client:
fOx ITALY

Directors:
ANDRE MAAT,  
hENk LOORBACh

Production:
POOL WORLDWIDE

Animation/vFX:
POOL WORLDWIDE 
www.poolworldwide.com

pool Worldwide ep William 
Griffioen: “This flip book idea 
was based on a previous music 
videoclip we did called ‘Squeeze 
Me’ for the dutch band Kraak 
en Smaak. the main creative 
challenge was to make the 
interaction between the flip books 
and background footage fit 
together – when a great creative 
idea has been conceived, only 
the practice will show whether 
or not the idea is attainable, both 
creatively and technically.” the 
flip book action and background 
plates were shot separately 
over three days then carefully 
composited and finished using 
cS3 creative Suite.

FOX CULT IDENTS
Broadcast design
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MAX MUSIC “WhERE MUSIC 
LIvES” (DIRECTOR’S CUT)
TvC :45
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Agency:
xYZ

Director:
BEN WEST

Animation/vFX:
BEN WEST 
www.benwest.net.au

australian director/animator (and 
former animal Logic VFX super) 
Ben West helps Foxtel’s Max 
Music channel pump up their 
branding with “a quirky bunch 
of characters based around the 
popular plush toy culture. there 
are a number of spots going 
around with little characters. the 
key to making this spot different 
was to give our characters human 
scale. It makes them fit in the 
real world and lets the audience 
identify with them. the tracking 
was a huge task but i didn’t want 
to constrain the camera. We had 
a previs to help guide the story 
with character placement and 
location reference. even with a 
tight deadline the project ran very 
smoothly.” Schedule: four weeks.

for xYZ
Writer: Megan brown
director ben West
producer: Linda Sapier
cinematography: Mike Jackson
editor: Sean Vandenberg
VFX/tracking/compositing:  
ben West
character animation: Geoff Valent
VFX/lighting/rendering: ben Malter
VFX producer:  
Simon collingwood Smith
Sound design: ant Smith
Music: nick West

Toolkit
SynthEyes, 3ds Max, Fusion,  
Final cut



10Th ANNUAL FIRST BOARDS 
AWARDS
Event titles 1:12
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Director:
JULIA DEAkIN

Design/vFX:
TOPIX 
www.topixfx.com

beyond the primary need to reveal 
the sponsors and title during 
the 10th Annual First Boards 
Awards event in NY, Topix lead 
designer Julia deakin says her 
“biggest creative challenge was 
one i imposed on myself: to 
get at the essence of a young 
talent’s creative pursuit in a non-
derivative and unexpected way. I 
wanted to make something that 
was both visually interesting and 
conceptually relevant to the event 
that it was introducing. From a 
technical standpoint, we were 
working with long-exposure still 
photographs I took while exploring 
caves in the Viñales Valley region 
of cuba. bringing life and depth 
to the photos was accomplished 
with a mixture of 2D camera 
moves, particle simulations, play 
of shadow and light, and hand-
animated elements.”

Client:
MICROSOFT OFFICE LABS

Director:
MASON NICOLL

Production:
EGG ROCk PICTURES

Animation/vFX:
Oh, hELLO 
www.ohhello.tv 

turning the blue-sky imaginings of 
Microsoft prototypes into plausible 
near-future items, required Seattle 
studio Oh, Hello to find the right 
visual mix between the future 
and the present. oh, hello ep 
nathan barr: “the client wanted 
us to make this world feel alive. 
a lot of this tech is only available 
in early prototype stage, so we 
had to make it look like it actually 
exists. This called for lots of 
screen replacements, animation, 
and compositing.” Live action 
shoots in Seattle and hong Kong 
were followed by two months of 
tracking, rotoscoping, compositing 
and “deciphering heavy and ever-
evolving client-provided illustrator 
files.” 

MICROSOfT “pRODuCTIvITY 
FUTURE vISION“
Corporate film 5:48

stash 56.13

For Topix
CD/flame: Julia Deakin
assistant: rodger beck
3d: chris Johnson, Kim Leow, 
Livio passera, alan Fregtman
producer: bonnie dickson
Sound design: Grayson Matthews
composers: ryan Mclarnon, Gavin 
Whelehan

Toolkit
photoshop, XSi, after effects, 
Flame

For Egg Rock Pictures
director: Mason nicoll
dp: tim hudson
editor: Jason Webb
Music: Mark Walk
ep: ellen Stafford

For Oh, hello
VFX directors: dan brown,  
thai tran
tracking/rotoscoping: charlie 
bartlett, dan brown, thai tran, 
david holm
compositing: dan brown,  
thai tran, david holm
Ui: dan brown, thai tran,  
david holm
ep: nathan F. barr 

Toolkit
Motor, Mocha, after effects



Overdose on motion. In a good way.
ThIS LIMITED EDITION SIX-DISk SET INCLUDES:

• The complete disks from issues 43-48 of  
STASH DVD MAGAZINE

• Work from over 152 international studios

• Over 180 outstanding animation, VFX and motion graphics 
projects including:

- tV and cinema commercials 

- music videos

- broadcast design

- virals

- branded content

- game cinematics

- short films  
 
+ Behind the scenes extras 
 
+ Hi-res pDf files of the 

   40-page booklets for all 

   six disks

+ BONUS FILMS:

• STUDENT FILM MINI-FEST 2

• ONEDOTZERO/MTV “BLOOM” WINNERS X 10

• ADOBE PHOTOSHOP “SEE WHAT’S POSSIBLE”  
   chaLLenGe WinnerS X 11 

• STUDENT FILM MINI-FEST 3

• 2008 CHANNEL FREDERATOR AWARD WINNERS

• STUDENT FILM MINI-FEST 4 
 
+ 40 BONUS MP3 tracks from these labels:

• POLYVINYL RECORDS

• SUICIDE SQUEEZE RECORDS

• FLAMESHOVEL RECORDS

• FAR EAST RECORDING

• GHOSTLY RECORDS

• KEMADO RECORDS

GRAb YOuRS AT www.stashmedia.tv/collections

STASH SIxpACK 8 DELIvERS 9+ HOuRS Of INSpIRATION 
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WEbbER & vETTEL “RIp 
ThROUGh ThE RULE BOOk”
TvC/viral 1:52

stash 56.14

Client:
RED BULL MEDIA hOUSE 
GMBh

Directors:
PETER CLAUSEN,  
CHRISTIAN TYROLLER

Production:
PETER CLAUSEN FILM  
Tv 
PRODUkTIONSGESELLSChAFT 
MBh

Animation:
AIXSPONZA Gmbh 
www.aixsponza.com

Munich’s Aixsponza studio 
follow up their 2008 Red Bull 
“Singapore” clip with another 
pristinely rendered film carefully 
orchestrated to show how recent 
changes in Fia regulations are 
reflected in Adrian Newey‘s design 
for Red Bull’s 2009 F1 car. Achim 
August Tietz, Aixsponza CG artist 
and managing director: “Many 
technical components of the race 
car had to be extracted out of a 
gigantic cad data setup to put 
together shots like the exploded 
view of the power train, drive shaft 
and brakes – rendered at full detail, 
these took up to 45 minutes per 
frame. to get this all rendered in 

Label:
TINY E RECORDS

Directors:
ALEXANDRE MOORS,  
JESSICA BRILLhART 

Animation/vFX:
uvpHACTORY  
www.uvphactory.com

new York’s UVph boil down live 
action, 2d, and 3d ingredients 
into a snowy, surreal, hi-con 
world for the crystal Method’s 
collaboration with hasidic Jewish 
rapper Matisyahu. the majority of 
the city, the storefronts, billboards, 
etc. were constructed using 2d 
cutouts and after effects. Live 
footage of Matisyahu was shot on 
greenscreen, treated to look like 
animation and looped to appear 
as though he were walking the 
streets of brooklyn. the 3d robot 
infestation and water tanker were 
rendered though toon Shade to 
achieve the Sin city-esque comic 
book aesthetic. 

THE CRYSTAL METHOD fEAT. 
MATISYAHu “DROWN IN THE 
NOW”
MUSIC vIDEO 3:35

time we had to increase hardware 
raM on the whole farm and our 
software developers were busy 
coding a lot of extensions and 
plugins to increase our workflow. 
as the race car was still under 
construction during production, 
several design decisions and 
changes had to be adopted at the 
very last moment.” Schedule: two 
months.

For Peter Clausen Film and Tv 
Produktionsgesellschaft mbh
director/producer: peter clausen
Line producer: cecilia trück

For AixSponza Gmbh
co-director/editor:  
christian tyroller
td: Manuel casasola Merkle
pM: eva Kunze
cG: Leonhard akinbiyi,  
douglas bello, arpad beres, 
Marco Seeberger, philipp Strasser, 
achim august tietz, ingo Walde, 
Leon Zarbock
cad: Jan haluszka, Markus Sick, 
christian Förg
Modeling: Ulf Gieseler,  
John Strieder
VFX: Sebastian Stanek,  
Matthias Zabiegly

rigging: Fabian rosenkranz
Software development:  
Marcel casasola Merkle
compositing: andreas Gebauer
Sound design/mix: Jochen Fenzl, 
Michael Gerlach
composer: andrej Melita,  
peter clausen

Toolkit:
rhinocad, nevercenter Silo, 
photoshop, cinema 4d, LaUblab 
V-ray, FumeFX, after burn, after 
effects, Final cut

For Tiny E Records 
Management:  
3 artist Management 
ep: Sheira rees-davies 

for uvpHACTORY 
Directors: Alexandre Moors, 
Jessica brillhart 
producer: brian Welsh 
3d lead: Sue Jang 
compositing lead: John Stanch 
AD: Alexandre Moors 
editing: Jessica brillhart 
dop: brian o’carroll 
3d: Scott Sindorf, ali asghar,  
San charoenchai, ajit Menon 
2d: Marco Valentin, Jason Salo 
td: damijan Saccio 
prod coordinator: Lauren Simpson 

Toolkit
Softimage, after effects, illustrator, 
bridge, photoshop, Final cut



“bLOODY bAND AIDZ”
Short film/mini-pilot 2:05
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Directors:
AARON STEWART, TODD LAMB

Production:
hORNET FILMS

Animation:
hORNET FILMS 
www.hornetinc.com

Lock up your daughters, director/
animator aaron Stewart is back 
with a new mini-pilot immortalizing 
a certain sub-species of 
indigenous new Jersey life. co-
directed by Stewart’s writing 
partner todd Lamb (formerly with 
Mother and Goodby), the manic 
short was produced through 
hornet Films, a division of hornet 
Inc. set up to develop TV and film 
opportunities for the company’s 
stable of directors. 

For hornet Films
directors: aaron Stewart,  
todd Lamb
animation director: aaron Stewart
Writer: todd Lamb
animator: efrain cintron
Music: bing Ja Ling

N.A.S.A. “ThE PEOPLE TREE”
Music video 4:15

Record label:
SPECTROPhONIC SOUND

Directors:
SYD GARON,  
JOhANNES GAMBLE

Production:
SqUEAk E. CLEAN

Animation:
BOB INDUSTRIES 
SUPERSTUDIO 
www.bobcentral.com 
www.superstudio.tv

Five years ago american producer/
dJ/composer Sam Spiegel, aka 
Squeak e. clean, teamed up with 
Sao Paulo DJ Zegon under the 
name n.a.S.a. (north america/
South america). their debut 
album, The Spirit of Apollo, finally 
released on February 17, 2009, 
features a wide spectrum of 
collaborators.

Susan applegate, producer at 
Squeak e. clean in Los angeles: 
“Squeak E. Clean and DJ Ze 
melded their sounds and asked 
their favorite artists and creative 
influences to join them in making 
music. When the time came to 
create videos they wanted to 
duplicate this creative synergy 
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and mix still artists’ work with 
animation. this music video melds 
the artwork of Marcel dzama and 
the animation skill of Syd Garon 
and Johannes Gamble.

“the original art pieces were 
paintings, collage, and sculpture 
that had to be scanned or 
photographed and manipulated – 
it was a Photoshop extravaganza 
that required two interns hundreds 
of hours. after everything in the 
digital world was done it looked 
too polished so we decided to 
distress it the old fashioned way by 
putting it on film. 

“Lance accord had an old roll of 
film he left out in the sun for five 
years, he shot the film for us then 
we aged it – Syd dragged it up 
and down the street several times, 
walked all over it and then let the 
cat bite it for while. then we took 
it to a transfer house called new 
hat in Santa Monica – they have a 
million dollar film transfer machine 
that made most of the scratches 
disappear. doh! So we took it back 
into the parking lot, drove a car 
over it, threw some water on it and 
spliced it up a bit. the transfer guy 
cut his color correcting finger in 
the process and like a trooper he 
poured the blood on the film.”

For Bob Industries
director/animation: Syd Garon

For Superstudio
director/animation:  
Johannes Gamble
art: Marcel dzama
producer: Susan applegate
transfer: new hat
Film: Lance accord
telecine/blood donor:  
adolfo Martinelli
photoshop: Jeremy Kaller,  
Jennifer Fujikawa

Toolkit
after effects, photoshop



“SCARYGIRL“
Game trailer 1:28
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Director:
ChRIS hAUGE

Production:
PASSION PICTURES 
AUSTRALIA

Animation:
hALO PICTURES 
www.halopictures.com 

australian-born artist nathan 
Jurevicius moves his Scarygirl 
franchise into the game world with 
a new Flash animated production 
developed by the Melbourne office 
of passion pictures. Jurevicius: “in 
the past fans have had a glimpse 
of the Scarygirl universe through 
designer toys and mini-comics but 
the online game will incorporate a 
new chapter to the brand. now old 
and new fans will have a chance to 
discover her journey on a deeper, 
more satisfying level.”

this introductory trailer for the 
game site was directed and 
animated by chris hauge at halo 
pictures from a script written by 
Simon racioppa and richard 
elliot  of reptile Films. the trailer 
was produced using Flash and 
Maya, and composited in Shake. 
chris hauge also supervised all 

the production of key Scarygirl 
character animation cycles for the 
game.

btW: Scarygirl is the story of a 
little girl who was abandoned at 
birth and raised by a friendly giant 
octopus (blister), and guided by a 
mystic rabbit (bunniguru) on her 
quest to discover her origins.

For Passion Pictures Australia
producer: Sophie byrne
ad/creator: nathan Jurevicius

For Reptile Films
intro script: Simon racioppa, 
richard elliot

For Touch My Pixel  
Game designer/developers:  
tarwin Stroh-Spijer, tony polinelli  

For Renmotion  
Game animator: Suren perera

For halo Pictures 
animation director: chris hauge 
CGI: Craig Baxter, Phil Jennings, 
Manuk chang 
CGI textures: Darren Carney 
edit/grade: Wayne dakin 
compositing: demis Lyall-Wilson, 
Scott Geerson 
Line producer: Jani dunn

For vishus Productions
Music/SFX: Luke Jurevicius

For Digital Artisan
SFX: Mike darren

 
Funded by Film Victoria, australia

Toolkit
Flash, anime Studio, Shake, 
Maya, after effects, body paint, 
photoshop



For Lakai Limited Footwear
eps: Kevin dunlap, brian dunlap, 
tim Gavin, rick howard, Mike 
carroll, eric Koston, Megan 
baltimore, Spike Jonze
directors: Spike Jonze, ty evans
editor: ty evans
producer: emma Wilcockson
associate producer:  
Katie Molenaar
prod super: Shannon Strange

1st ad: Matt Finish
pas: Keith balser, todd Manes, 
Michael balasco, Matt Silverman, 
tony oberstar, patrick Strange
dop: Mark Williams
2nd camera: Spike Jonze
3rd camera: ty evans
1st a.c.: Jeff caples
2nd a.c.: Matt Williams
Loaders: chris Strauser,  
Daniel Pacifici

photosonics: Gary anderton
Key grip: Eric Zucker
SpFX super: Marty bresin
Set construction: brent 
Kronmueller, audrey napier
VFX: ben Gibbs

telecine: Stefan Sonnenfeld,  
ryan Greenberg

Lab services: Fotokem
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Record label:
SURRENDER ALL

Directors:
SpIKE JONZE, TY EvANS

Production:
LAkAI LIMITED FOOTWEAR 
www.lakai.com

according to charlene Myles at 
UnKLe’s label Surrender all in 
London, this track “was used in 
the acclaimed skate film ‘Fully 
Flared’ directed by Spike Jonze 
and ty evans. this collaboration 
inspired the directors to take 
footage from the film and re-edit 
a sequence of shots that shows 
the Lakai skateboarding team 
demonstrating their skills as 
they negotiate various exploding 
obstacles.” no cG was used, only 
carefully choreographed moves 
and perfectly timed explosives. 
“as far as we know,” adds Myles, 
“no skateboarders were hurt while 
shooting this, though it’s hard to 
believe in some of the shots.” 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DvD

uNKLE “HEAvEN” (fuLLY 
FLARED INTRO vIDEO REMIX)
Music video 6:58

kILLZONE 2
Game cinematic 3:39
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Clients:
SONY COMpuTER 
ENTERTAINMENT EUROPE, 
GUERRILLA GAMES

Director:
STUART AITkEN

Animation:
AXIS ANIMATION  
www.axisanimation.com 

Brian Cox reprises his role as 
helghan leader Scolar Visari, and 
Axis Animation are back at the 
helm in this cinematic follow-up 
to the Sony/Guerrilla hit Killzone 
(featured on the cover of Stash 05). 

Axis director Stuart Aitken: “The 
storyboarding and development 
of the 2d animatic was the start of 
a long road to getting the three-
minute long camera move to work. 
after we had it down in terms 
of overall framing and timing we 
moved over to 3d layout where 
we worked very hard to get the 
camera motion to work across 
the vast distances and changes 
of scale – we go from an eye filling 
the entire frame to sweeping past 
planets and back again.” 

The Axis team adapted some 
game assets for use in the studio 

pipeline, including converting the 
game engine normal maps into 
true detailed displacements to 
increase the levels of detail, but 
the majority of models – including 
Visari, the iSa command base and 
spacecraft – had to be built. 

assets were processed and 
created in Modo, Zbrush and 
Maya, rigged and animated in 
Maya, then exported to Houdini 
which was the primary 3d 
application for shading, lighting, 
rendering and visual effects. 
compositing was handled in 
digital Fusion. 

For Sony Computer 
Entertainment Europe 
cd: arran Green 
project manager: petra cattanach 
Marketing managers: Jon anning, 
chris Weatherhead 
ad: Jan-bart van beek 
Writers: arran Green, Jan-bart van 
beek, philip Lawrence, iain howe 
Sound director: Mario Lavin 
Audio mix: Garry Taylor 
Music: Joris de Man,  
alastair Lindsay 
creative services manager:  
dan bardino 
Graphic design manager:  
oliver Wright 
Graphic design: Alex Townsend, 
nathan teoh 
Motion graphics: nigal raymond 
Video: tim roe, Michael bowyer

For Axis Animation
producer: debbie ross 
director: Stuart aitken 
prod coordinator: naomi Foakes 
prod assistant: tiago antunes 
concept/prod artist:  
Gareth hector 
Storyboard: Ulrich Zeidler 
character: ensar Yanar,  
Graham McKenna 
Jr character: Finlay Sutton 
Vehicle artists: Simon reeves, 
dave clelland, alain rivard, 
Sandra pinto, Sergio caires 
environment: Joey Loke, Gunnar 
radeloff, Graham McKenna 
props: tiago antunes 
rigging td: Jamie Mccarter, 
Marco Godinho, Marco d’ambros 
Layout: Stu aitken 
animators: Jamie Mccarter, 
richard clay, Steve Graham, 
bruce Sutherland 
Matte painter: Gareth hector 
VFX td: nick pliatsikas,  
Sergio caires, Gunnar radeloff, 
Zeljko Barcan  
td support: Georg duemlein 
Lighting/compositing:  
Sergio caires, Stu aitken,  
Graham Mckenna  
Motion capture: audiomotion
Finish/grade: Scramble

Toolkit
Modo, Zbrush, Maya, Houdini, 
Mantra, digital Fusion, Flame



MCDONALD’S  
“HEAvENLY STEAK”
TvC :47

JAMES hUNTER “CARINA”
Music video 3:23
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literal translation of each scene. 
the biggest technical challenge 
involved translating Steven 
erdman’s pen and ink illustration 
style into characters that could 
achieve full ranges of movement.  
Synching to music is also always 
a challenge, but a fun one. For 
example, the plucking of the 
strings interpreted as birds landing 
on a telephone wire.” 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DvD.

For GO Records / hear Music
ep: Kimberly Guise
For Solis animation
animation: Lou Solis, Les Solis

For house of Lard
art: Steven erdman

Song: James hunter

Toolkit
Flash, illustrator, after effects, 
Windsor newton #2 brush

Record label:
GO RECORDS / hEAR MUSIC

Directors:
STEvEN ERDMAN 
LOU SOLIS

Animation:
SOLIS ANIMATION 
www.solisanimation.com

the artwork of Steven erdman 
bursts to life with the help of 
toronto studio Solis animation 
providing the appropriate whimsy 
to “carina” by Grammy-nominated 
singer/songwriter James hunter. 
Kimberly Guis, ep of video 
and president of Go records: 
“James did not want to use any 
live action footage for this video 
because it would come across 
as a bit hokey or contrived given 
the lyrical content of the song. 
We also wanted the video to tell 
the story of the song without a 
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Agency:
DDB PRAGUE

Director:
WOLFBERG

Production:
STILLkING FILMS

Animation:
WOLFBERG 
www.stillking.com/wolfberg 

This elite hunger-fighting squad 
of cbo (chicken, bacon and 
onion) was cooked up by Stillking 
Films directing duo Wolfberg for 
the launch of a new Mcdonalds 
sandwich in the czech republic. 
as a follow-up to their twisted 
nod to soap opera drama for the 
2007 Chicken Romance campaign 
(Stash 39), the directors had to 
come up with something similar 
but fresh. the answer was to 
continue the collage style of 
the characters while expanding 
the scope of the narrative into 
B-movie science fiction. “We’ve 
had total creative freedom from 
the agency, which is so great and 
so challenging at the same time.” 
Schedule: one month.

For DDB Prague
creative team: david brada,  
adam Svatoš
producer: Veronika brichtová

For Stillking Films
producer: petr Moravec
director/animation: Wolfberg

Toolkit
after effects, Flash
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FONTERRA “WhOLE 30“
TvC :30

Agency:
SUGAR

Director:
LINDS REDDING

Animation/vFX:
FUSION CI STUDIOS 
DEPARTMENT OF MOTION 
GRAPhICS 
www.fusioncis.com  
http://dmgltd.co.nz

“We knew this was going to be 
one of the most challenging 
projects we’d ever undertaken,” 
recalls Linds redding, cd at 
department of Motion Graphics 
in auckland. “From the outset, we 
realized we were going to need 
some specialist help.” enter Fusion 
ci Studios in Santa Monica, the 
secret weapon of many a-list 
commercial and feature film 
studios who need complex fluid 
and particle effects.

Fusion ci cG super Mark Stasiuk: 
“Creating the illusion of fluid 
without destroying the details of 
the geometry is tricky. Fluid looks 
most realistic when it’s in natural 
forms. as it transforms toward a 
detailed shape, you have to sculpt 
the motion so its behavior looks 

WENJUN “FORMATION, 
DIAMOND”
TvC/viral 1:05
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Client:
LvMh GROUP

Agency:
BRAvO ASIA

Director:
STEvE GORDON

Production:
ChEERS FILMS, ShANGhAI

vFX:
LOkI vISUAL EFFECTS 
TRACk AND FIELD 
www.lokivfx.com 
http://trackandfieldvfx.com

the project – based on the legend 
of chinese poet Sima Xiangru 
who’s soulful music caused water 
to rise up in fanciful shapes – 
began with 1000 fps Phantom 
footage shot in china by director 
Steve Gordon, continued with 
the addition of complex and 
pristine cG from toronto’s Loki 
VFX and finished with online and 
compositing at track and Field.

Loki VFX supervisor Gene dreitser: 
“From a cG perspective, the 
scariest things you can hear a 
director say are ‘Water’, ‘1000 
fps’ and ‘1080p’. When you hear 
all three in the same sentence, 

and performs naturally. You also 
have to make sure only the exact 
quantity of fluid that will fit on the 
surface of the geometry is used 
– add too much fluid or distribute 
it badly and it will turn into a giant 
glob. once it’s on the shape, you 
don’t want it to look like an ice-
sculpture so you have to develop 
ways of making the fluid continue 
to move even as a still object.”

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DvD.

For Sugar
Producer: Pat Cox
Writer: nigel corbett
ad: Marc chetcuti
For department of Motion 
Graphics
director: Linds redding
producer: Kiri hay
3d modeling/lighting/rendering: 
Linds redding
compositing: dan Short
Grading/finishing: Dan Short
additional 3d: david downes
intern: Mell tuskia

For Fusion CI Studios 
cG super: Mark Stasiuk
ep: Lauren Millar
RealFlow:  Max Daniels, Victor 
Luba

Toolkit
realFlow

you know it’s going to be a long 
couple-o-weeks.

“the biggest challenge was to 
match the level of complexity 
and the level of interest of the 
live footage. The fluid surfaces 
started off as regular polygons, 
then were translated into volumes 
(SdFs), then into a particle system, 
then animated, then finally, back 
to polygons so they could be 
rendered. We were also faced 
with large data sets – each 
frame’s scene description file was 
approximately 500MB – taking 
upwards of an hour to render and 

some taking far longer. Meaning 
the margin for error was narrow.” 

Watch Behind the Scenes on 
the DvD.

For Bravo Asia
creative: Kenneth ip

For Sons and Daughters 
director: Steve Gordon

For Cheers Films Shanghai
eps: anthony tse, eugenia cheng

For Loki visual Effects
Supervisor: Gene dreitser
producer: France daigle

For Rooster 
editor: bob Kennedy

For Tin Pan Sound and Music
Composition/sound design/mix: 
Matt davis, Mike de eyre

For Track and Field
online: Kristi-ann Webster, Kevin 
riley

For Notch
colourist: elaine Ford

Toolkit
aVid, inferno, houdini, Mantra, 
Flame
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Agency:
LEO BURNETT

Director:
SANTA MARIA

Production/animation/vFX:
hORNET INC. 
www.hornetinc.com

harbored safely in brooklyn and 
under the guidance of hornet 
inc., the good ship Santa Maria 
(aka Josh Goodrich and david 
hill) is bobbing along nicely with 
a string of breakout work. this 
complex clip with VO by Helena 
bonham carter, was designed 
to elicit donations for the ronald 
Mcdonald house charities. 

For Leo Burnett, London
creatives: philip deacon,  
bertie Scrase
producer: Javré dow
cd: Jim bolton
ecd: Jon burley

For hornet Inc
director: Santa Maria
ep: Michael Feder
producer: hana Shimizu
designers: Josh Goodrich,  
david hill, Lindsey Mayer-beug, 
emily Wormley
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RONALD MCDONALD hOUSE 
ChARITIES  
“BETTER TOGEThER”
pSA 2:38

Agency:
MCCANN-ERICkSON US 

Director:
SANTA MARIA

Production/animation:
hORNET INC. 
www.hornetinc.com 

Santa Maria: “We were given a 
script that required us to create 
an environment and a list of 
characters that didn’t offend the 
blogger audience but poked fun 
at it. the look and feel, was open 
brief – we didn’t wanna go too 
gritty, which we found ourselves 
doing time and time again. So we 
tried to find a balance between 
dirty and designed.”  Schedule: 
one week. 

For hornet Inc. 
ep: Michael Feder
producers: Greg bedard, Sang-
Jin bae
editor: anita chao
animator: Mark pecoraro
For Mccann-erickson US
eVp group cd: craig Markus
ad: tracey Smith

Toolkit
photoshop, illustrator, Flash

DENTYNE “bLOG SMOG”
vIRAL 2:05IkEA PS

Cinema 1:35

Agency:
NORDPOAL+

Director:
PARASOL ISLAND Gmbh

Production:
PARASOL ISLAND Gmbh

Animation:
PARASOL ISLAND Gmbh 
www.parasol-island.com 

the smooth tempo and calm 
hues of this single-shot cG opus 
by duesseldorf’s parasol island 
for the launch of a new line of 
sustainable ikea furniture belies 
the fact the more complex shots 
pushed Maya to the edge of what 
the software considers renderable 
in 2K. besides the sheer number 
of objects in a scene, the studio 
says the creative challenge was 
to create an entire world solely 
out of the given furniture. “For 
example, we couldn’t add a color 
just because we liked it, we had 
to find an object with this color, 
and see if it could make sense in 
this context. It also wasn’t easy to 
find the right balance between real 
and surreal and to find a pacing 
that felt relaxed but entertaining.” 
Schedule: six weeks.

For Nordpol+
cd: Lars rühmann
ads: dominik anweiler,  
tim Schierwater
copy: ingmar bartels,  
Sebastian behrendt

For Parasol Island
head of animation: philip hansen
td: paul dreisen
animation director:  
Kay tennemenn
producer: Kerstin Kohle
designer/cd: charles bals, Kay 
tennemann, christian hoffmann
3d: Kay poprawe, bastian 
traumfellner,  bardia afchar,  
Axel Hamacher, 
Johannes albrecht
compositing artists:  
Stefan ihringer, elmar Weinhold
Music/sound: Jonathan Wulfes

Toolkit
Maya, cinema 4d, eyeon Fusion, 
photoshop

3d: david hill, erwin riau, Sam Lee
character animation: Mike Luzzi, 
efrain cintron, Lizzi akana
animation/compositing:  
Josh Goodrich, david hill,  
John harrison, Yussef cole,  
emily Wormley
editor: anita chao

Sound: Grand central Sound 
Studios 

Music: “Lucky elephant” by Lucky 
elephant

Toolkit
Maya. after effects, cS3, Flash
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“ESCApE fROM CITY 17”
viral 5:10
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“YANKEE GAL“
Student film 4:52

Directors:
ANTOINE PEREZ  
CéLINE DESRUMAUX 
FRANCOIS PONS  
GARY LEvESquE

Production:
SUPINFOCOM, vALENCIENNES

French animation school 
Supinfocom has produced a 
bumper-crop of mega-watt 
student talent in 2008, with “Gary” 
(Stash 55), “taste of Surimi” 
(coming in Stash 57), and this 
surrealist WWii allegory titled 
“Yankee Gal”. 

co-director antoine perez on the 
design and delivery of the film: 
“We crafted a story that focused 
completely on the characters, so 
we had to make sure the audience 
could identify with them. the 
designs needed a realistic feel, 
something that would make them 
stand as humans and not toys. 
however, they also needed a 
touch of magic and imagination, so 
we mixed both influences together. 

“We finished a little off-schedule. 
by that i mean we willingly missed 
our train to the jury to grab a few 
more work hours. those last 

Directors:
DAvID PURChASE,  
IAN PURChASE

vFX:
PURChASE BROThERS 
www.purchasebrothers.com

david and ian purchase, a 
directing duo from the suburbs 
of toronto, produced this short 
based on the half-Life video game 
as a way to supplement their 
demo reel but ended up causing 
a Youtube frenzy. Within 24 hours 
of posting, total views shot past 
500,000 and are approaching 2.4 
million at press time. Working with 
a $500 budget for costumes and 
props the brothers handled all 
the filming and post production. 
Shooting in true guerilla style, the 
pair and their crew were frequently 
chased off the locations. 

After the film’s release, Valve 
corporation, the developer of half-
Life, flew the directors out to their 
Seattle HQ for some face time. 
Gabe newell, ceo of Valve: “after 
seeing some of the dreadful ways 
hollywood has attempted to turn 
video games into film, it was great 
to see how well the purchase 
brothers have brought our game 

to life. hollywood could learn a lot 
from these guys.” the brothers are 
now represented by anonymous 
content for commercials and 
feature films. 

VFX: david purchase,  
ian purchase

actors: derek chan, ian purhcase, 
Mike Spears, david purchase, 
Julia tourianski

hours were so intense that Gary 
Levesque temporarily forgot how 
to use photoshop, from stress and 
sleep deprivation!”

animation: antoine perez, céline 
Desrumaux, Francois Pons,  
Gary Levesque
Sound track: cole porter, nicolas 
répac, olivier calmel

distribution company:  
premium Films 

Toolkit

3ds Max, mental ray, After Effects, 
avid Xpress, photoshop, after 
burn, polyboost, Vanilla pass 
Manager



PSST!3
COLLECTION TWO 
(FILMS 7-12 OF 17)

The second six of 17 brand new 
films from the latest version of Bran 
dougherty-Johnson’s adventure in 
collaborative motion art. 

pSSt!3 counts over 175 
participants from every corner of 
the planet including new York, Los 
angeles, portland, Seattle, atlanta, 
nashville, London, Glasgow, paris, 
Vilnius, amsterdam, berlin, dublin, 
and copenhagen. 

taking the inspiration for its 
process from the Surrealist 
technique of Exquisite Corpse and 
the children’s game of telephone, 
the films are each made in three 
parts, with different teams working 
consecutively on the beginning, 
middle and end.

Stash is pleased to present all 17 
of the PSST!3 films spread over 
three issues.

stash 56 BONUS FILMS

DESSERTER NOCTURNE 
WACkO GONZO
Short film: 2:58

directors: cary Janks, Mitchell 
paone, Marcos ceravolo,  
ryan Uhrich

GODEL ?? ?   ? ? FILM  
SChOOL
Short film 3:13

directors: Gideon baws,  
chris harding, david o’reilly, 
david Shrigley

FALLUvIAN MAD AXE 
DEAThORAMA
Short film 4:29

directors: tomas Garcia,  
Fernando Sarmiento,  
ryan rothermel
robbie Johnstone

TRANquILITY fAT YAK HAppY 
FUN ShOW
Short film 4:34

directors: James Wignall,  
russ Murphy, erik Karasyk,  
david Schwarz

TUBA ThUNDERGROUND 
SOUNDBLIND
Short film 2:52

directors: orion tait,  
pete Mcdonald, Sean pecknold, 
Matt Smithson, Fabricio Lima

OMAR hOT PURSUIT 
S.E.A.R.C.h.
Short film 4:36

directors: doug purver, honeSt, 
cole Gerst



Register now for the most exceptionally 

astounding conference in the history of 

computer graphics and interactive techniques.

Check online for complete information on 

Courses, Papers, Art & Design Galleries, 

the Computer Animation Festival (and more).

NOW AVAILABLE! 

Online registration and hotel reservations  
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